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Each sample set contained four items:  Items K1 and K2, two exemplar prescriptions from a doctor's office, and Items Q1 and 
Q2, two questioned prescriptions recovered from a pharmacy. The pharmacy believed the questioned prescriptions may be 
forgeries and provided them to the police. The doctor created two exemplar prescriptions depicting the features of authentic
documents for comparison. Participants were asked to examine the items and determine if the questioned items were
authentic prescriptions as represented by the known exemplars.

SAMPLE PREPARATION-
Two prescription templates were created using Microsoft Publisher, each containing slightly differing line layouts, spacing, and 
fonts. Items K1 and K2 were created using the first template, and then printed on DocuGard 7-feature multi-purpose security
paper using a laser printer. Each item was then stamped with a laser-cut, pre-inked stamp containing the doctor's signature 
and hand dated with a Pentel RSVP medium black ballpoint pen. Items Q1 and Q2 were created using the second template, 
and a scan of the doctor's signature was digitally placed on the signature line. The items were then printed on DocuGard 
2-feature multi-purpose security paper using a second laser printer. The questioned items were hand dated by a different 
individual using a Papermate medium black ballpoint pen. All four test items were trimmed to a smaller, consistent size.

SAMPLE SET ASSEMBLY-
After quality reviews were complete, each test item was packaged into its respective item envelope beneath a piece of
chipboard and sealed with clear tape. All four items were then placed into a pre-labeled sample set envelope. Following 
predistribution testing, each sample set envelope was sealed with evidence tape and initialed "CTS."

VERIFICATION-
Predistribution examiners determined the questioned items (Q1, Q2) were not authentic prescriptions as depicted by the
known exemplars (K1, K2). This was supported by the following observations:  template differences between the known and 
questioned items, specifically fonts and spacing; paper security features found on the known items that were not found on the
questioned items; and differences in the manufacture of the signatures on the known versus the questioned items.

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 


